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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The aim of this deliverable is to present the initial design of the LarKC overall architecture. The
architecture design has taken place in parallel to (and with feedback between) the initial prototype
implementations. For this reason, some of the material in this deliverable already goes well beyond a
mere technology-agnostic architecture design, and already discusses technology-related
implementation options. The LarKC architecture has evolved from a simple linear pipeline, at the
beginning of the project, towards a flexible workflow concept, with the corresponding support
components for composing and managing it.
The LarKC platform has been designed to be a flexible plug-in architecture which enables design and
testing of new reasoning techniques. Therefore it aims to be open, flexible and scalable but, at the
same time, fulfil the requirements imposed by the LarKC Use Cases which will make use of it.
Therefore, it must allow a trade off between flexibility and performance. In order to achieve this, the
platform is composed by loosely coupled pieces which are well integrated through well defined
interfaces: Data Layer, with its corresponding API, for the storage and exchange of data; the Plug-in
API for the interaction with external plug-ins; Plug-in Registry, which keeps information about
available plug-ins, and the Workflow Support System utilities, which enable Decider plug-ins to
construct, execute, and manage a LarKC Workflows. In order to take advantage of different
computing resources, where platform and plug-ins may be executed, the Resources Adapters have
been introduced, which hide the complexity to deal with heterogeneous and distributed executions
environments.
Scalability of the platform is being considered a key issue. For that purpose, different strategies are
being investigated and taken into account in the platform architecture design: scalability through the
data layer, by means of distribution, redundancy and load balancing strategies; scalability through
parallelization and distribution of plug-ins, applying different techniques coming from the high
performance and distributed computing fields.
Additionally, a traceability of the requirements identified in the initial project phase has been
performed, in order to ensure that all requirements are fulfilled by the platform components.
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1. Introduction
The aim of this deliverable is to present the initial design of the LarKC overall architecture. This
design is mainly based on the requirements identified in deliverable D5.3.1 [5], in the lessons learned
from the rapid prototyping phase and in the input received from the plug-ins and use cases WPs
(WP2, WP3, WP4 and WP6, WP7a, WP7b).
In the same way as D5.3.1 and, due to the fact that the architecture design has taken place in parallel
to the initial prototype implementations (giving feedback to each other in a continuous iterative way),
some of the material in what follows already goes well beyond a mere technology-agnostic
architecture design, and already discusses technology-related implementation options. In order to
maximise the utility of this document, we have not artificially separated these, but are presenting such
design and implementation options together.
The document is structured as follows:
• Chapter 2 gives an overview of the LarKC Architecture, going through its evolution since the
pipeline concept at the beginning of the project, until the current architecture view.
• Chapter 3 describes the LarKC Platform subsystems and its interfaces. Most of what is
described in this chapter is already implemented as part of the LarKC prototype.
• Chapter 4 aims to introduce the computing environments supported by LarKC as well as the
platform features which make possible their integration. This is currently work in progress
within the LarKC prototype.
• Chapter 5 introduces the concept of scalability within LarKC and describes different
strategies to address it. This is currently work in progress within the LarKC prototype.
• Chapter 6 maps the requirements identified in deliverable D5.3.1 [5] with the Architecture
components which make possible to fulfil them.
• Finally Chapter 7 provides some conclusions about the work performed on the architecture
design and gives some hints about the next steps to be performed.
• Appendix A Glossary provides a short definition for some of the LarKC Architecture related
terms that will appear all along this document, as a support for the reader.
The content of this deliverable will be the basis for the next prototype release, D5.4.1 Initial release of
the LarKC platform (due M24), and the next architecture deliverable, D5.3.3 Final LarKC architecture
and design (due M36).

2. LarKC Architecture Overview
2.1. Realising the Architecture
The LarKC architecture has evolved from a simple linear pipeline, at the beginning of the project,
towards a flexible workflow concept, with the corresponding support components for composing and
managing it.
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Figure 1 Initial LarKC plug-in architecture

The original idea of the LarKC overall architecture, as seen on Figure 1, was to have a linear sequence
of plug-ins which result is, at the end of each iteration, checked by the Decider plug-in. The Decider
then decides whether another iteration of execution is required, or results can already be returned by
the platform. This approach has been soon seen as not flexible and effective enough, since it only
supports the repetition of all the steps, but does not support returning to an intermediate point of the
loop. It was fixed in the next iteration of the architecture (Figure 2). Note that the letters R, A, S, I, D
stand for Retrieve, Abstract, Select, Inference (Reason) and Decide from Figure 1. Additionally, note
that in the following figures solid arrows represent data flow, while dashed arrows are control flow.

R
A
S
I

D

Figure 2 LarKC plug-in architecture v2

However, it seemed much more plausible that control decisions need to be taken in between every
step, potentially. This lead to the third architecture version, where the DECIDER had become a
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"meta" plug-in, which is able to make control decisions at any point in the plug-in workflow (related
to different aspects of the execution, such as quality of the results delivered by a certain plug-in,
resources where to execute it, etc). This is presented on Figure 3.

R

A
D
S

I
Figure 3 LarKC plug-in architecture v3

The transitions from original architecture to version as seen on Figure 3 were all made in the early
stages of the project before we even had the stable prototype or any plug-in beyond test purposes.
Next step in the architecture evolution was the change of plug-ins names (Figure 4). The main reason
of this change was to better reflect their functionality. This version 3 was used as the base plug-in
architecture while developing the first version of the prototype. This is explained in more detail in
deliverable D5.2.1 [6].

Identifier

Transformer
Decider
Selecter

Reasoner
Figure 4 Plug-in architecture v3 with new plug-in names

Driven by the needs of newly developed plug-ins and workflows, especially those used in the use case
scenarios and the development of the Data Layer, the architecture evolved even further. One of the
important changes was related to the improved and more common and flexible Data Layer structures,
which were passed between the plug-ins. In this new stage of the architecture, the workflow architects
or deciders are able to compose and use more flexible workflows and also to use more plug-ins of the
same type in the plug-in workflow. One example of such a workflow is presented on Figure 5 and is
currently implemented in LarKC alpha 1 release.
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However, v4 is not the latest workflow architecture. Motivated mainly by the implementation of some
use cases, it was identified the need of the data “multiplexers” (data joiners/splitters), which make
possible to have tree-like workflows (with joining and splitting branches) and thus parallelize some
tasks and then connect or split some plug-ins results. This architecture is currently under development
and will be included in one of next LarKC prototype releases. A possible example (out of many) can
be seen in Figure 6.

D

T1

T1

I

I1

T2

T2

S1

D

I1

S1

S2

S2

R

R

Figure 5 LarKC plug-in architecture
v4

I2

Figure 6 Parallel LarKC plug-in architecture (v5)

One more thing that is still being considered is an API which will allow the plug-ins to ask queries to
other LarKC platforms, or to their hosting platform and thus establish a sort of recursive query
answering (having a nested architecture). This is to some extent already possible in the current version
of the platform.
2.2. Overview
The LarKC platform was designed to be a flexible plug-in architecture which enables design and
testing of new reasoning techniques. The reasoning in LarKC is broken down into a workflow of
several steps, as described in the previous sections. Each step corresponds to one plug-in type and all
together, as a workflow, can handle reasoning over large knowledge bases. The plug-ins workflow
requires some support for its composition, instantiation, monitoring and control, which is provided by
the platform. Figure 7 shows an overview of the LarKC Architecture.
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Figure 7 Architecture Overview

Platform and plug-ins functionality is well differentiated, in order to achieve highly scalable
deployments. The plug-ins connect to the platform through a Plug-in API. They can access the data
through the Data Layer API, a scalable reference implementation which is provided with the platform.
Workflow Support System provides support for managing the plug-ins in the workflow. The plug-ins
and the data sources can reside either locally on the same machine as the platform or can be
distributed and accessed remotely (see section 5.3.2 for details on distributed and remote execution).
A registry of all available plug-ins is kept in Plug-in Registry together with their semantic
descriptions. This descriptions can be used by the platform when deciding on what is the optimal set
of plug-ins for a given query (e.g. based on type of predicates or assertions involved in the query) at a
specific time (e.g. by taking into account current load of server on which plug-ins are running and
correctly balancing it).
The platform does not contain any plug-in by itself and the reasoning functionality (not only limited
to the reasoned plug-in itself) comes through the combination of a set of plug-ins in a workflow.
A detailed description of the architecture subystems and their interfaces is provided in chapter 3.
2.3. Hierarchical representation of the LarKC Overall Architecture
Functionally, the LarKC architecture is comprised of four main domains (see Figure 8):
• Application/user domain (and other external systems which may interact with LarKC):
includes application interfaces through which the end-users interact with LarKC
•

Platform domain: includes platform utility functionality (plug-in registry and workflow
support system, including plug-in managers and other utilities), Data Layer, Data Layer API,
Plug-ins API and support components for distribution and remote execution (LarKC
middleware adapters), as well as other possible extensions (Developer extensions) that
external developers may need for supporting their application. Platform domain components
are described in chapter 3
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•

Plug-in domain: includes the plug-ins themselves, as standalone components, which are
registered in the LarKC platform (through the plug-in registry)

•

Resource domain: includes computation and storage facilities for running workflows and
plug-ins as well as storing datasets (including temporary and buffer stores). External data
sources are accessible to the plug-ins and platform through the Data Layer API, and
computational resources are accessible to the plug-ins and platform through the LarKC
middleware adapters

Figure 8 The hierarchical view of the LarKC architecture

Details on the different components represented in the above figure are given in the next chapters of
this document. A detailed description of the plug-in domain is out of the scope of this document,
being the plug-ins WPs (WP2, WP3 and WP4) responsible to detail internal plug-ins issues. The same
applies to the application domain, which is responsibility of the use cases WPs (WP6, WP7a and
WP7b).

3. The LarKC Platform Domain: Subsystems and Interfaces
This chapter described the subsystems and interfaces within the LarKC Platform Domain. Most of the
material described here is already implemented, in a first stage, in the alpha version of the current
LarKC prototype. Due to its “alpha version” nature, improvement in the implementation is still
foreseen in the next prototype releases.
3.1. Data Layer
LarKC Data Layer is a service that specify and implements a common data model to be used by all
platform plug-ins. The model is defined in compliance with a number of W3C specification and
recommendations, [27], [28], [29], [30]. The data layer implementation is fulfilling the LarKC data
model specification, [31].
The data layer is responsible to automate various tasks and features. These features are already
implemented as part of the LarKC Data Layer prototype:
•

•

Persistence storage to RDF data – the implementation provides efficient and scalable
support of RDF data; a detailed overview and state-of-the-art evaluation is documented in
LarKC deliverable D5.5.2 [7].
Reference implementation of ORDI data model – the labelled group of statements is an
extension of RDF data model that enables the selection of arbitrary sets of statements; this is a
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•

•

•

•
•
•

powerful mechanism for graph activation, see spreading activation details in LarKC
deliverable D2.2.1 [8] or other forms of information selection.
Passing data by value or reference – different types of implementation allows the huge
loads of data exchange between plug-ins with the help of ORDI data model primitives or
SPARQL datasets if applied to remote SPARQL endpoints.
Resolvable RDF data identifier – Linked Data principles state that every identifier must be
resolved, [32]; the named graph data type allows the transparent transfer, content negation
and processing of remote valid URI if resolvable on the web.
Retrieval data exposed via standard SPARQL endpoints – standard implementation
supports the access of arbitrary RDF databases via SPARQL protocol; the output of SPARQL
endpoints could be used as a input to plug-ins.
Optional forward-chaining reasoning – input/output insensitive operation like inference or
insensitive selection could be tightly coupled with the data layer implementation
Interfaces that allow streaming data processing – all data layer interfaces allow the
implementation of streaming mechanisms for the exchange of large volumes of information.
Utility methods to query remote data or multiple datasets – very often RDF data is
published on the web without the support of remote querying.

From the list of functionality automated by the data layer we can derive three types of RDF data
providers. The most restricted provider, from a functional view point, is the RDF data published on
the web. Based on the existing protocol specification the data could be simply retrieved and processed
as named graph. The SPARQL endpoint specified in [29] is another form of RDF data provider that
features also a query language and service protocol, which guarantees a more efficient remote query
execution (e.g., the dataset must not be transferred locally). This provider can be used by the platform
plug-ins to ensure read-only access to a major part of the existing RDF store systems. Lastly, the third
provider is an RDF store service and extends the SPARQL endpoint with the support of data
modification operations and labelled set of statements e.g., the LarKC data model specified in [31].
The LarKC platform is designed to cover various workflow execution scenarios. Thus, we consider
multiple deployment scenarios that depend on the needs for an efficient communication between the
workflow process and the data layer. Hence, three strategies to bring data processing closer to the data
itself are being considered:
1. Low-level RDF API (LORAPI) – LORAPIs are aimed to ensure a very efficient data access
with functional operation that stands closer to the storage engine internals rather than the RDF
standard protocol specifications. For instance, this could be a simple statement pattern method
rather than a SPARQL query (e.g., the overheads to parse, validate and optimize the query are
ignored). The approach is well combined with the deployment of the LarKC platform into a
single system process, where the inter-process communication is eliminated.
2. Java Stored Procedures (JARSTOP) – The stored procedures are another mechanism to push
data processing logic closer to the data. In a typical database application setup the logic to
manage the data is isolated into a separated process. This prevents data corruptions or loss
caused by errors in the application that consumes the information. A pragmatic approach to
integrate JARSTOP in the data layer is the use of Java code that implements a generic
interface compatible with the SPARQL extended function syntax.
3. REETON (RDF Store Extension) – In usage scenarios that require very intensitive
input/output communication driven by a non-trivial logic (for instance spreading activation
selection plug-in) the storage engine could be extended with the plug-in logic. For a detailed
description please refer to [7].
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3.2. Data Layer API
The Data Layer API is a Java language interface to access data layer functionality. The API defines
an abstract factory, types to specify the RDF data, query types and query result processing. Figure 9
outlines the class hierarchy to capture the specificity of the different RDF types.

Figure 9 Data Layer API class diagram

To customize the default data layer implementation it is possible to reimplement the DataFactoryImpl
class and change the overall system behavior.
SetOfStatement is the super interface where all RDF data types. It is designed with streaming support
in mind.
public interface SetOfStatements extends InformationSet {
public CloseableIterator<Statement> getStatements();
}
Figure 10 The most abstract RDF data type

Here is a reference of the estimated size of memory required to pass 1 million RDF statements using
the different SetOfStatements implementation:
•

SetOfStatementsImpl – default in memory implementation; passed by value; requires

•

RdfGraphInMemory - default named graph implementation; passed by value; requires

•

HTTPRemoteGraph – named graph retrieved from URI; passed by reference; requires few

about 350 MB of memory;
about 350MB of memory;
KBs of memory;
•

RdfGraphDataSet – named graph retrieved from a remote or local SPARQL endpoint;

•

passed by reference; requires few KBs of memory;
DataSet – a collection of named graphs from a remote or local SPARQL endpoint; passed
by reference; requires few KBs of memory;
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•

LabelledGroupOfStatementsImpl – a group of arbitrary RDF statement selected by

various critierieas; passed by reference, requires few KBs of memory; requires ORDI model
compatible implementations;
3.3. Plug-in API
The aim of the LarKC Plug-in API is to provide a consistent interface that all plug-in developers must
conform to. The benefit of having a common API that all developers must conform to is that it makes
it easier for plug-ins to be combined together to form workflows and plug-ins can be easily plugged in
or out to substitute other plug-ins when necessary. The API consists of five plug-in types, each of
which will be explained in this section. For brevity the interface of the classes are described in Java
syntax; however it should be noted that this does not constrain the language in which plug-ins can be
written.
All LarKC plug-ins implement a common interface, which is called the Plugin interface. This is the
interface between the Platform domain and the Plug-in domain, as in Figure 8. It provides access to
the functionality that is common to all plug-in types. The Plugin interface can be seen in Table 1
below. From the table it can be seen that, all plug-ins are identified by a name, which is a URI, and
that plug-ins provide Quality of Service (QoS) information regarding how they perform the
functionality that they oﬀer (for more information on QoS parameters being considered, see [9]).
public interface Plugin {
public URI getIdentifier();
public QoSInformation getQoSInformation();
}
Table 1 The Plugin Interface from the LarKC Plug-in API

Before going on to describe each of the plug-in types in detail, it is worth mentioning two core
concepts that appear frequently in the plug-in API:
•

•

Contract: A contract allows for instructions, regarding the dimensions of the output that a
plug-in should produce, to be communicated from a decider to a particular plug-in. The type
of instructions will depend on the type and functionality of the plug-in itself. For example, the
contract may describe the quantitative dimensions of the output that the plug-in should
provide, e.g. the plug-in should return the next 10 results, or may describe the quality aspects
of the results to be returned, e.g. the plug-in should return the next set of results where the
confidence in each result must be above a certain threshold.
Context: LarKC plug-ins are considered to be stateless such that they can be more easily
distributed, parallelized, and load balanced. The context provides a means for stateless plugins to store a state that can be communicated back to a decider. This state can then be sent to
the same plug-in or a different plug-in of the same type, such that a particular task can be
continued starting from the state at which it was previously stopped.

3.3.1. Identify
Given a specific query the Identify plug-in will identify those Information Sets that could be used in
order to answer the users query. Thus the Identifier plug-in is used for narrowing the scope of a
reasoning task from all available information sets to those information sets that are capable of
answering the query. The interface of the Identifier plug-in can be seen in Table 2 below. The plug-in
takes a query as input and produces a collection of Information Sets as output according to the
provided contract. The contract is used to specify the dimensions of the output, for example the
number of information sets that should be found, and the context is used to communicate state
information between different calls to an identifier.
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public interface Identifier extends Plugin {
public Collection<InformationSet> identify(Query q, Contract c, Context co);
}
Table 2 The Identifier Interface from the LarKC Plugin API

3.3.2. Transform
The Transform plug-in is capable of transforming some piece of data from one representation to
another. In the LarKC API we distinguish between the transformation of queries and the
transformation of Information Sets. Thus there are two transform plug-in interfaces within the API,
namely the QueryTransformer and InformationSetTransfomer.
The interface of the QueryTransformer can be seen in Table 3 below. The QueryTransformer plug-in
thus can take a Query as input and produce a set of queries as output according to the provided
contract. The contract is used to specify the dimensions of the output, for example the number of
queries to generate from the input query. The context, as always, is used to pass around the state, e.g.
which queries have been generated in previous iterations.
public interface QueryTransformer extends Plugin {
public Set<Query> transform(Query q, Contract c, Context co);
}
Table 3 The QueryTransformer Interface from the LarKC Plugin API

The interface of the InformationSetTransformer can be seen in Table 4 below. The
InformationSetTransformer plug-in thus can take an Information Set as input and provides the
transformed information set as output according to the provided contract. The contract defines the
dimensions of the output Information Set, e.g. how many RDF triples to extract from the input natural
language document in order to produce the output RDF Graph. The context is used to pass around
state between plug-ins.
public interface InformationSetTransformer extends Plugin {
public InformationSet transform(InformationSet i, Contract c, Context co);
}
Table 4 The InformationSetTransformer Interface from the LarKC Plugin API

3.3.3. Select
The Select plug-in is responsible for creating a selection over the input statements that should be
reasoned over to answer the users query. The interface of the select plug-in can be seen in Table 5.
The Select plug-in takes a SetOfStatements as input, identifies a selection according to its strategy and
returns another SetOfStatements according to the contract. The contract is used to define the
dimensions of the output, e.g. the size of the selection to take. The context is used to pass around the
state between plug-ins.
public interface Selecter extends Plugin {
public SetOfStatements select(SetOfStatements s, Contract c, Context co);
}
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Table 5 The Selecter Interface from the LarKC Plugin API

3.3.4. Reason
The Reason plug-in executes a given SPARQL Query against a provided SetOfStatements. The
interface of the reasoner plug-in can be seen in Table 6 below. The Reasoner supports the four
standard methods for a SPARQL endpoint, namely select, describe, construct and ask. The input to
each of the reason methods are the same and includes the query to be executed, the SetOfStatements
to reason over and the contract, which defines the behaviour of the Reasoner. The context is used to
pass state between different instantiations of a plug-in. The output of these reasoning methods
depends on the reasoning task being performed. The select method returns a Variable Binding as
output where the variables correspond to those specified in the query. The construct and describe
methods return RDF graphs, in the first case this graph is constructed according to the query and in
the second the graph contains triples that describe the variable specified in the query. Finally ask
returns a Boolean Information Set as output, which is true if the pattern in the query can be found in
the SetOfStatements, or false if they cannot.
public interface Reasoner extends Plugin {
public VariableBinding sparqlSelect(SPARQLQuery q, SetOfStatements s, Contract c, Context co);
public SetOfStatements sparqlConstruct(SPARQLQuery q, SetOfStatements s, Contract c, Context co);
public SetOfStatements sparqlDescribe(SPARQLQuery q, SetOfStatements s, Contract c, Context co);
public BooleanInformationSet sparqlAsk(SPARQLQuery q, SetOfStatements s, Contract c, Context co);
}
Table 6 The Reasoner Interface from the LarKC Plugin API

3.3.5. Decide
The Decide plug-in is responsible for building and maintaining the workflow containing the other
plug-in types, and managing the control flow between these plug-ins. The interface of the decide plugin can be seen in Table 7. The interface of the Decide plug-in is very similar to that of the reason
plug-in (as LarKC is a platform for large scale reasoning and as such can be viewed as a reasoner).
The major difference is that actual data to reason over is not explicitly specified. As the decider is the
external interface of the LarKC platform, no contract or context information is provided in the
interface. Instead, the end user can provide quality of service (QoS) parameters that can guide the
decider in the selection of plug-ins for answering the query, and enable the decider to know when to
stop. For example, the end user can specify the minimum number of results that should be returned,
the maximum amount of time that the workflow may take to answer the query, etc.
public interface Decider extends Plugin{
public VariableBinding sparqlSelect(SPARQLQuery q, QoSParameters p);
public SetOfStatements sparqlConstruct(SPARQLQuery q, QoSParameters p);
public SetOfStatements sparqlDescribe(SPARQLQuery q, QoSParameters p);
public BooleanInformationSet sparqlAsk(SPARQLQuery q, QoSParameters p);
}
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Table 7 The Decider Interface from the LarKC Plugin API

3.4. Plug-in Registry
The Plug-in Registry is a part of the LarKC platform, which stores and provides the platform with the
registered plug-ins, their locations, accessibility and semantic descriptions. It belongs to the Platform
Domain shown in Figure 8.The Plug-in Registry itself is divided onto three main parts:
• Plug-in and plug-in ontology importer
• Knowledge Base (KB) for storing imported data
• API for retrieving the data about plug-ins
The first part come into use, when the new plug-in is registered to the platform. As stated and
described with more detail in LarKC deliverable D1.3.1 [9], each plug-in comes with its SAWSDL
description file, which describes the plug-in in a similar way as web services are (this was done to
maintain possibility that plug-ins are implemented as web services). From this file, the LarKC
platform extracts the name, location, type of the plug-in and also the pointer to an RDF file, which
contains the plug-in ontology with the detailed description of plug-in inputs and outputs, its behavior,
speed, QoS information and all other relevant data for the platform. Currently the RDF file must be in
the turtle RDF format.
The plug-in information retrieved from SAWSDL and RDF files is stored in the Plug-in Registry
Internal KB, separated from the platform data layer (which is intended to store the processing data of
the plug-ins). The Internal KB is preloaded with a LarKC ontology, which makes easier to import and
also to extend the plug-in ontologies. The ontology currently consists of some basic sentences,
defining collections and predicates which are used to describe the plug-ins. The plug-in registry KB
was built on top of Cyc’s KB structures, which makes it cacheable, easy to manipulate, fast to access
and retrieve, and prepared for a reasoning tasks with almost no additional costs. It is also quite well
connected with the internal platform’s reasoning capabilities, which can be used by the decider plugins. This adds an additional value to the Decider’s possibility of manipulating the registered plug-ins.
Last part, and possibly most important for the user (plug-in writer and/or workflow constructor) is the
API, which is the entry point into the plug-in registry. It is currently still under development, since the
LarKC ontology is still evolving and creating additional uses of the plug-in registry. Currently the
API consists of the following methods:
Table 8 The Plug-in registry API, taken from Javadoc
Collection<Plu askPluginQuery(String _query)
gin>
Result of this method is the list of the plug-ins, based on the query passed as input. The result
can already be the workflow if the query is asking for that, or just plain list, for example the
list of all Reasoners.
This method can already take an advantage of the platform's internal reasoner (see section
3.4.1) and answer more complicated queries based on QoS and other plug-in parameters.

Plugin

The query have to be in CycL format, but this is soon to be switched with SPARQL
getNewPluginInstance(String pluginIndentifier)
Deprecated.

Generates and returns a new instance of plug-in based on String identifier. This is deprecated
because plug-in are identified by URI. It will removed from the API as soon as all of the old
plug-ins will have URI identifiers.
Class<Plugin> getPluginInstance(URI pluginIndentifier)
Returns a class of the plug-in based on its URI identifier
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Collection<Plu getRegisteredPlugins()
gin>
Returns the list of all registered plug-ins
void
loadPlugins()

void

Load and register the plug-ins from the platform's .ini file.
registerJavaPlugin(URI _pluginName,String _endpoint, String _class)

void

Register the java type plug-in and it's endpoint into the internalKB
registerPluginWsdl(String strLine)

void

Reads the plug-in wsdl file, and registers the appropriate rdf and plug-in
setDecider(Class<Decider> theDecider)

Decider

Sets the current decider for the platform. Platform can only run one decider at the time. The
method startDecider() have to be called after the set.
startDecider()
Starts the current decider

3.4.1. Internal Reasoner
The Internal Reasoner is part of the Plug-in Registry and, therefore, part of the Platform domain in .
Figure 8. This part of the platform is derived from the reasoner which is also used in OpenCyc. It has
the same capabilities, except it only have the modules which are relevant to LarKC. It is directly
connected to the Plug-in registry KB and provides the meta-reasoning capabilities to reason over the
imported plug-in ontologies. To the plug-in developers it is also exposed as an askPlugInQuery
method (Table 8).
3.5. Workflow Support System
The Workflow Support System is a collection of utilities within the LarKC Platform that enables
Decider plug-ins to construct, execute, and manage a LarKC Workflow. The aim of the system is to
make it easier for decider plug-in writers to quickly and easily build workflows from existing LarKC
plug-ins. It is part of the Platform domain in Figure 8 and its components can be found in Figure 7.
The Workflow Support System is made up of the following utilities:
3.5.1. Plug-in Managers
A Plug-in Manager is the part of the Workflow Support System that is responsible for managing the
execution of a particular plug-in. In this role, plug-in managers simplify the plug-in implementation
by removing a large number of concerns from the plug-in writer. Whenever a plug-in is used inside a
workflow it is wrapped inside a plug-in manager of one sort or another. There are two sorts of plug-in
manager implementations currently within the LarKC Platform:
•

Local Plug-in Manager: The local plug-in manager is responsible for executing the plug-in
that it manages within the local environment, e.g. the local Java virtual machine. It runs the
plug-in within its own local thread, and takes care of all threading issues. It also handles the
flow of both data and control flow with plug-ins before it and after it in the workflow. This
plug-in simplifies the life of plug-in writers, as they do not need to worry about where the
input data is coming from, where the input data is going to, or synchronising its execution
with other plug-ins in the workflow.

•

Stub and Remote Plug-in Managers: The remote plug-in manager is responsible for executing
the plug-in that it manages outside of the local environment, e.g. on a node in a computing
cluster. The stub plug-in manager runs locally and delegates all of its internal functionality to
a remote plug-in manager running at another location. Similarly to the local plug-in manager,
the stub plug-in manager is responsible for threading, data flow, and control flow. These plugins also hides the job of marshalling and unmarshalling messages that are sent between the
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remote and stub plug-in managers. There will be multiple stub and remote plug-in manager
pairings within the LarKC platform that operate over different communication paradigms, e.g.
Web services, http, ssh, etc. See section 5.3.2 for more information on remote execution.
3.5.2. Plug-in Instantiation
The Workflow Support System is using the Plug-in Registry’s factory methods to enable the
instantiation of plug-ins based on their URI or Cyc identifier. This is achieved by locating the
corresponding java Class object from the internal map and invoking the getPluginInstance() method.
These methods are provided to allow Decider writers to easily instantiate plug-ins by name, or in the
future by the use of any other meta-data.
The process of instantiating the plug-in varies depending upon the requirements of the Decider. If the
Decider requests the plug-in to be run locally, then the new plug-in instance will be created and
wrapped in a local plug-in manager; however if the Decider requests the plug-in to be run remotely,
then the new plug-in will be created on the remote server, which is wrapped in a remote plug-in
manager, and a local stub plug-in will be created that points to the new remote plug-in. The plug-in
manager sent back to the Decider can then be wired into the workflow.
3.5.3. Queues and Multiplexers
The queues and multiplexers as part of the Workflow Support System provide the mechanism for
connecting different plug-ins together within a workflow.
• Queues provide a simple mechanism allowing plug-ins to send and receive data or control
messages to and from the plug-ins immediately before or after them in the workflow. The
current LarKC prototype implementation already include queues.
• The multiplexers provide a mechanism for splitting, joining, or distributing messages, for
example where one plug-in sends out a single messages that must be sent on to multiple other
plug-ins or where the output of multiple plug-ins must be combined before sending this data
on to the next plug-in in the workflow. The queues and multiplexers thus make it easy for
decider plug-in writers to build the plumbing between different plug-ins, created through the
plug-in factory, in the workflow. The current LarKC prototype implementation does not
include multiplexers as separate utilities yet, but the implementation is done as part of the
decider. In future releases, the decider plug-in will have the multiplexer utility available as
part of the platform.
3.5.4. Logging
The Workflow Support System provides a unified logging system for the use of plug-ins such that
plug-in writers do need to create their own solutions. The infrastructure provides facilities for raising
logging messages of different sorts, e.g. ERROR, WARNING, DEBUG, and INFO. Decider plug-in
writers can thus use a single logging point for debugging and checking their workflows, rather than
having to navigate individual log files from the different plug-ins that make up the workflow.

4. The LarKC Resource Domain
LarKC will potentially support a variety of resources where components (both plug-in and platform
components) and data are executed and stored, respectively. Different computing environments are
foreseen to coexist within LarKC at the same time, which also implies support for distribution and
remote execution (as described in section 5.3). The following sections describe which concrete
environments will be supported and the necessary features the platform must offer to support the
execution of the platform and / or plug-ins in high performance computing and distributed computing
environments. Note that this is work in progress, and resources adapters to support all kind of
resources mentioned in this chapter have not been implemented yet.
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4.1. Computing environments supported by the LarKC architecture
The LarKC platform enables a wide spectrum of computing environments for the platform
components and plug-ins execution. Along with the user local machine, the following computing
environments are foreseen:
• High Performance Computer environment
It contains commodity clusters of multicore SMP nodes as well as dedicated supercomputers.
In order to use these systems, a user should have a valid account which is used by the
corresponding remote adapter.
• Grid environment, including
o Service Grid infrastructures (like the one set up by the EGEE [25]).
o Supercomputing infrastructure (like the one deployed and operated within the DEISA
project).
o Desktop Grid - contains network-connected desktop computers; volunteer private
resources donated for the execution can be optionally included as well (Volunteer
Grid).
• Cloud environment
It provides a pool of on-demand architectures, where some of the previous resource types are
included (e.g. the Virtual Machines offered by Amazon EC2 [24]).
Due to flexible resource adapters (see section 4.2), the LarKC architecture allows for optimal resource
scaling as well as easy integration with further resources added to the infrastructure. A mechanism
enabling optimal tasks mapping and resource utilization will be elaborated as well.
4.2. Platform Support features: Resources adapters
As shown in Figure 8, it is envisioned that a variety of computing environments are supported by
LarKC for the execution of its components, being those platform components and plug-ins. The
component interoperability with the resource domain, which is achieved by means of the remote
managers defined in section 4.3.2, should allow for a possibly wider set of resources, listed in section
4.4.2. Whereas we keep the plug-in manager realization as abstract from the resource architecture as
possible (in order to ensure the platform lightweight), several access policies might be considered
when transferring files (scp, gridftp and other protocols) and executing components (for example, as a
batch job submitted through the ssh) on a remote resource, though. For this purpose, the LarKC
platform includes an intermediate resource access layer composed of special resource adapters, which
are generic interfaces to a remote system. In Figure 8 the resources adapters are part of the LarKC
middleware adapters. These interfaces enable access of the plug-in managers to a collection of
computing nodes (available through the Local Resource Management System, see below) and data
storage resources, which can be simple disk servers, large disk arrays or tape-based Mass Storage
Systems. Some of the aspects that should be covered by the resource adapters are following:
o resource access protocol
 ssh for a HPC or cluster’s frontend node and Grid User Interface node
 gsiftp for a Grid Storage Element
o data transfer protocol
 scp for a HPC or cluster system
 gridftp, gsiftp for a Grid Storage Element
o LRMS (Local Resource Management System)
 PBS/Torque based, LSF, Condor for a HPC or cluster system
 gLite, LCG, Unicore, Globus middleware for a Grid Computing Element
 BOINC, Xtrem Web middleware for Desktop Grid solutions
 necessary support for cloud resources (like the ones provided by Amazon [24])
might be implemented as an extra feature as well
The plug-in managers together with extendable plug-in resource adapters will create a highly
configurable user-centric development environment for LarKC and hence make up a core of the
LarKC middleware.
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For the implementation of the plug-in resource adapters several possibilities have been considered.
The first tests have revealed that the most promising solutions for using in LarKC are ones provided
by JavaGAT and COMPs frameworks. At the time of writing this deliverable, we are investigating the
features of those frameworks and their fulfilment of the LarKC requirements. A detailed description
of the chosen solution, as well as its integration in the LarKC overall architecture, will be included in
the next version of the architecture deliverable.

5. Addressing Scalability
Different strategies to address scalability within LarKC are being investigated. In this chapter, first of
all, a definition of scalability, and how it is understood within the LarKC framework (mainly within
WP5, but considering as valuable input the rest of WPs opinion), is given. Afterwards, different
strategies for addressing scalability are described. It must be noted that this is work in progress.
Therefore, the implementation of those strategies is currently being designed and implementation is in
an early stage.
5.1. Scalability within LarKC
LarKC Platform scalability must consider the following dimensions, for a given fixed deployment:
•
Size of the problem: volume of data processed per user request (in terms of e.g. number of
triples)
•
Complexity of the problem: complexity of (reasoning) tasks per user request (in terms of
e.g. logic used, i.e. RDFS is computationally cheaper than OWL-horst, or e.g. in terms of
query complexity, i.e. some queries may require very expensive joins while others not)
•
Concurrency of user requests: number of users interacting at the same time
•
Volume of data indexed/processed/stored in total within the platform Data Layer: this
should give an indication of the maximum practical system size
•
Number and nature of supported hw resources where the platform components and plug-ins
can be executed
•
Number of supported plug-ins: number of plug-ins which the platform it is able to register
and manage during the decision and workflow construction and execution processes
All dimensions being equal, scalability should be measured in terms of certain metrics, which
determine the performance (e.g. time taken, of LarKC as whole to answer an average user request),
when one of the dimensions varies. We are interested mainly in two issues related to scalability:
•
The degradation in LarKC performance by changing what it has to do (the problem
parameters: size, complexity, concurrent users, total data volume)
•
The improvement in performance by changing the LarKC configuration (the resources
parameters: hw resources, supported plug-ins, and how they are combined)
For example, an analysis of the platform scalability should determine how much does LarKC slow
down as:
•
the volume of data processed for each user request increases
•
the complexity of each user request increases
•
the number of concurrent users increases
•
the number of hw resources decreases
•
the number of plug-ins to be managed increases
•
the volume of data (pre-)loaded in the Data Layer increases (e.g., a system may be able to
answer queries very quickly but take a very long time to start up, with a high
setup/indexing/preprocessing time)
In a well designed LarKC Platform, degradation in performance should be mitigated to some extent
by altering the deployment characteristics of the system (the LarKC configuration). So, for a fixed
problem complexity, using a fixed quantity of data, with a fixed number of concurrent user requests in
progress, how much does the performance of LarKC improve when we change other platform
variables (e.g. the available hw resources), such as:
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•
•
•
•

the number of CPUs is increased
the speed of the CPUs is increased
the available memory is increased
the number of storage nodes is increased

Different strategies to address scalability, in all dimensions mentioned before, are currently being
investigated within LarKC. Two of them are explained in more detail in the following sections:
• Scalability through the Data Layer (see section 5.2)
• Scalability through Parallelization and Distribution of Plug-ins (see section 5.3)
Other strategies have been identified, but they need to be further investigated and therefore,
a description will be included in future releases of the architecture and prototype
deliverables:
• Scalability by datastreaming (anytime behaviour)
• Scalability by data selection strategies
According to the different dimensions and metrics identified before, and the ones which will be
identified as the project progresses, instrumentation tools for the plug-in builders and for the
application builders will be designed and, in a later stage, implemented and provided together with the
platform components.
5.2. Scalability through the Data Layer
The Data Layer is a core platform component that supports all plug‐ins and applications with respect
to storage, retrieval, and light‐weight inference on top of large volumes of data. The layer implements
a range of data‐access modalities like Java API, SPARQL endpoint and linked data publishing.

Figure 11 LarKC Data Layer Positioning and Architecture

In [7] measurable scalability parameters and performance factors to be considered are defined. Two
major scalability parameters affecting the Data Layer are identified:
• The amount of information to be processed - the performance change after an increase of the
size or complexity of the task
• The number of concurrent user requests – the performance change after an increase of the
simultaneous queries.
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The state-of-the art report [7], and the consecutive scalability tests prove that the LarKC Data Layer
demonstrates good scalability for datasets up to 15 billion explicit statements on a single computer
environment with 64 GB of random access memory (RAM). The present data layer single-node
implementation fails to pass the barrier of 16 billion statement because insufficient system memory
resources. Thus, the storage engine scalability is in a direct correlation with the existing RAM. For
datasets with more than 16 billion statements the storage engine either the RAM resources must be
increased or data partitioning must be applied. In the random data partitioning approach a quick drop
in the performance is expected. The major problem when the data layer should manage data spread
across several machines is known as “remote join”. In essence, this is a situation when the engine
running on one machine should perform large number of requests to an engine running on
different machines. Given that remote calls, across processes and machines, are considerably
slower than inter-process calls the worst case performance penalties for distributed-data solution
are enormous. These penalties were empirically observed, measured and analysed in [21]. The
effects of inter-process communication could be reduced if proper semantic clustering is applied
to the used datasets, e.g. frequently joined datasets are grouped to a single location and stored in a
redundant way.
Another scalability bottleneck in the data layer is the number of concurrent read requests that the
system could handle. Data replication is an approach that can boost the number of concurrent user
requests. Every concurrent user request is pushed in a transaction queue. The data write or
modification requests are multiplexed to multiple data layer instances, while the read requests are
distributed to the node with smallest execution queue.

Figure 12 LarKC Data Layer Replication approach

5.2.1. Peer-to-peer based LarKC Distributed Data Layer: a first approach
The current LarKC Data Layer, as described in section 3.1, provides lots of functionalities for
requesting large sets of RDF triples from a central repository. These features already guarantee a
certain level of scalability and performance in case just a few requests have to be processed
concurrently. However, with an increasing amount of parallel data requests centralised solutions do
not scale respectively perform efficiently anymore. Here, distributed data management technologies
have to be considered that allow for a better control and more effective processing of multiple,
concurrent requests but also through distribution of work (access) load among participating resources.
In addition, widely spread data sets (if applicable and wanted) could be replicated and stored sensibly
near to the consumption point (bringing the data closer towards the consumer), so as to reduce
bottlenecks and to overcome latency problems.
To extend the existing data layer implementation and to approach a distributed data layer within
LarKC, we are considering the possibility to build a peer-to-peer (P2P) based data distribution
network (see Figure 13). Within this network, the different data peers (nodes) will integrate and
provide the current data layer API functionalities in order to enable access to underlying RDF
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repositories. This fact shall guarantee that all existing functionalities will remain working and no
external component (primarily any LarKC Plug-in) has to change its interfaces entirely. However, in
addition to the actual API, the nodes will implement further capabilities allowing the distribution and
processing of (complex) query statements as well as the handling of particular metadata/context
information. Basically, these components will be responsible for any communication within the P2P
network as well as for the coordination of activities among certain nodes in order to maintain a
scalable distributed architecture. By applying specific metadata information to the query statement,
searches across this network might also be improved with respect to the quality of results and their
execution time. Hence, metadata might help to speed up the entire data selection process, too.

Figure 13 Peer-to-peer based Data Distribution Network

LarKC is currently investigating a potential collaboration with the SOA4All project [19], which
develops an approach for creating a distributed and scalable semantic-driven data management
infrastructure. Their principle is very interesting in our context as well since SOA4All more or less
has to cope with the same problems – scalability, distribution and performance – while managing
respectively accessing large sets of distributed RDF triples. For these reasons, SOA4All has
introduced a P2P-based architecture enabling the creation of so-called virtual semantic spaces, which
are overlaid by a three-dimensional CAN1 network in order to index RDF triples (one dimension per
resource of a triple) accordingly [20].
In a first step, LarKC will elaborate potential collaboration fields basically on the conceptual level, i.e.
how the overall approach could be adapted to the LarKC infrastructure and platform (including the
data layer) respectively. Later on, both projects will analyse the possibility to synchronise
implementation tasks in order to avoid double efforts and to drive the overall approach.
5.3. Scalability through Parallelization and Distribution of Plug-ins
Scalability can be also achieved through the application of parallelization and distribution techniques
between and within the different components of the LarKC architecture.
The different strategies being followed in LarKC are detailed in the following sections.
5.3.1. Parallelization strategies
The main motivation for applying parallelization within LarKC is to:
• Maximize the workflow/plug-in performance characteristics
• Fulfil the workflow/plug-in QoS and scalability requirements to the maximal extent
• Ensure that the full potential of the infrastructure resources (including large-scale HPC and
Grid systems) is enabled for the plug-in execution, providing the optimal resource loadbalancing.
1

Content–addressable network
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Two different, but complementary, parallelization strategies can be recognized for a single workflow,
as illustrated in Figure 14:
•
•

Parallelization within a plug-in
Parallelization across plug-ins or across instances of the same plug-in

Figure 14 Overview of parallelization strategies within LarKC

Parallelization “within a plug-in”
This kind of parallelization is to be applied to the algorithms that constitute the plug-ins (inside the
plug-in). It is applicable when we have a complex problem, which can be split in several parts, but
they remain closely related to each other, that is, communication is needed frequently between them
(where frequently means that communication time is noticeably large compared to the duration of the
computing, but not necessarily that large amounts of bytes need to be transferred).
Parallelization might be beneficial when one of the following applies for a plug-in (Figure 15):
1. Nested source code decomposition (when source code's regions, named as 1, 2, 3.1, 3.2, …, 3.m,
within the square boxes, can be identified with clear control/data dependencies between them, for
example in form of a graph).
2. Nested data decomposition (when data sets can be portioned and processed independently,
shown within the dashed-border boxes).
3. Inherited parallelism (parallel execution of several processes at the same time, exploiting
possible concurrency between the source code regions mentioned before).

Figure 15 Some examples of “within a plug-in”
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Several techniques can be practically applied for exploiting the nested concurrency and parallelism in
the plug-in’s code regions. Based on code/data dependencies in the plug-in realization, several
standard configurations of the plug-in execution can be recognized, that allow for parallelization
(Figure 16):
• Single Code Multiple Data (SCMD)
In this case the data that is being processed in the code region can be constructed of subsets that
have no dependencies between them (Figure 16a). The same operation is performed on each of
the subsets.
• Multiple Code Single Data (MCSD without conveyer dependencies)
For this workflow, several different operations are performed on the same dataset. Herewith, no
dependencies between processed data sets exist. This is typical for transformation of one data
set to another one according to rules which are specific for each subset of the produced data
(Figure 16b)
• Multiple Code Multiple Data (MCMD)
This type of workflow is the combination of both previous configurations (SCMD
and MSCD), as Figure 16c shows.

a) SCMD configuration

b) MCSD configuration

c) MCMD configuration

Figure 16 ”within a plug-in” parallelization standard configurations

With regards to the parallel execution, there are several strong arguments towards use of the following
approaches for the parallel plug-in implementation:
Distributed Data Parallelism
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There are several software products handling distributed data sources. One of them - MapReduce - is
a programming model and an associated implementation for processing and generating large data sets
[14]. Users specify a map function that processes a key/value pair to generate a set of intermediate
key/value pairs, and a reduce function that merges all intermediate values associated with the same
intermediate key. MapReduce allows to automatically parallelize and execute the plug-in algorithm,
and is applicable for large clusters of commodity machines (or sites of the grid/cloud environment).
MapReduce is beneficial for all types of plug-in algorithms, operating big amounts of data.
Parallelism on Distributed Memory Architectures (MPI)
Message Passing Interface (MPI) is a standard for describing the message exchange between
processes running in high performance environments including clusters of workstations or
supercomputers [15]. MPI defines a set of operations for the processes which are executed in parallel.
There are several implementations of the MPI standard for the main programming languages (C,
Java), both commercial and open source. Both MCSD and MCMD configurations, which require an
information exchange between the processes running in parallel, will benefit from the implementation
of the distributed memory parallelism by means of MPI.
Parallelism on Shared Memory Architectures (OpenMP)
Shared memory architectures allow in some cases for more efficient data exchange between processes
by means of multithreading, a method of parallelization whereby the master thread (a series of
instructions executed consecutively) forks a specified number of slave threads and a task is divided
among them. The threads then run concurrently, with the runtime environment allocating threads to
different processors. OpenMP [16] is an implementation of multithreading, a portable programming
interface for shared memory parallel computers, offers significant advantages over both handthreading and MPI for shared-memory computing architectures provided by the LarKC infrastructure.
However, the scalability of this approach is limited to the number of nodes connected by the shared
memory.
Where possible, the approaches will be combined in order to reach the maximal productivity of the
plug-in parallel execution.
As mentioned in LarKC deliverable D5.3.1 [5], the parallel and concurrent "nature" of plug-ins should
be indicated in the plug-in description (provided by the plug-in description language) so that the
platform knows that parallelisation is possible and/or likely. The description should also include the
necessity (or its lack) to execute the plug-in in a particular environment (e.g. on a cluster with certain
interconnection features, or even an individual machine or cluster with a particular identifier).
More details about the kind of computing environments, supported by LarKC, are provided in
section4.1.
Parallelization “across plug-ins” or “across instances of the same plug-in”
This kind of parallelization is intended for loosely coupled components (in our case, plug-ins) that
may be executed at the same time (in parallel), in order to achieve an improvement in the performance
of the entire workflow. In this case, communication between the parallel components takes places
only at the beginning and at the end of the execution (and possibly during the execution, but not
frequently) and therefore, it is not mandatory that all parts are executed within the same environment,
but they may be remotely distributed.
The application of a concrete parallelization strategy depends also on the concrete problem we want to
solve, including in this case the workflow, the dataset or datasets the different plug-ins need to access
and any other information that may affect the execution of the workflow, such as e.g. dependencies
between plug-ins regarding inputs/outputs (e.g. in case a plug-in needs the output of another plug-in to
be executed, both cannot be run in parallel).
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This kind of parallelization must be addressed by the workflow designer (either manual or automated
process) at the time of workflow composition - in the case of static workflows - or at the time of
workflow execution - in case of dynamic workflows.
Regarding the platform support, the platform must offer the necessary support for the execution of
plug-ins in parallel, which includes:
• Queues and Multiplexers, as described in section 3.5.3, for connecting different plug-ins
together within a workflow, and split, join or distribute messages between plug-ins
• Plug-in Managers, both local and remote, as described in section 3.5.3, for managing local
and remotely located plug-ins, which may be executed at the same time (in parallel)
• Different LarKC middleware adapters, as described in section 4.2, for the execution of
workflows in distributed computing environments. These adapters may make use of existing
Grid middleware solutions (such as GT4, GLite, Unicore) and other middleware tools such as
JavaGAT [12] or COMPs [13], which also provides enhanced performance analysis
functionality for the LarKC plug-ins.
For more details on the kind of computing environments which LarKC will support, please refer to
section 4.1.
This kind of parallelization is addressing scalability and improvement of the performance:
• on the one side at plug-in level, when we consider parallelization of different instances of the
same plug-in,
• on the other hand at workflow level.
5.3.2. Distribution and remote execution of plug-ins
Chapters 2 and 3 already presented the architecture overview and the details on the different
components. In this section, we focus in those components or features of the LarKC architecture that
contribute to the support for distribution and remote execution of plug-ins (distribution of the Data
Layer was addressed in section 5.2).
The main motivation for applying distribution within LarKC is to:
• Make use of all resources available (which may be distributed in local and remote locations)
• Use data that cannot be shipped (either because of the size or because of security restrictions),
by moving the computational tasks as close as possible towards the data.
Local deployment
As shown in section 2.2, the LarKC platform has been designed in a way to allow high scalability.
The local deployment is already scalable, thanks to the following features:
• It is modular
• It is pluggable, allowing external plug-in providers to plug their own plug-ins and use them
within LarKC workflows
• There is a loosely coupling between platform and plug-ins and among the plug-ins themselves
• It supports coarse-grained parallelization (“across plug-ins”)
An overview of the local deployment of the LarKC architecture is shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17 Architecture Overview: Local deployment

Remote and distributed deployment
A remote and distributed deployment of LarKC makes it even more scalable, since we can take
advantage of all available resources and we can overcome any constraint with regards to data shipping
(see distributed deployment view of the architecture, Figure 18).

Figure 18 Architecture Overview: Distributed deployment

As already mentioned in LarKC deliverable D5.3.1 [5], as long as the executing components (plug-in
instances) are independent of one another, they can be distributed so that they run simultaneously and
remotely on multiple machines or at multiple network locations. If they are not fully independent, the
extent to which this distribution can be achieved is more limited. The LarKC architecture offers the
necessary support to run the different components either locally or remotely distributed, according to
the needs of the concrete use case (the dotted lines in Figure 18 indicate that the plug-in inside may be
executed either locally or remotely).
To support the workflow distribution, the platform will be required to include the means to: move an
executable to a remote platform, move the data to a remote platform, start the execution of a remote
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plug-in, monitor and control the execution, check for intermediate or final results, return the results to
the caller, or route them for further processing. These features imply some security and
interoperability issues which the platform needs to deal with. The requirements related to the
distributed and remote plug-in execution are analized in deliverable D5.3.1 [5].
As a mechanism for the realisation of the remote plug-in managers, including the issues identified
above, several middleware solutions are recognized that can be applied for the LarKC platform.
Among others, the most promising solution seems to be one provided by the COMPs framework [13].
COMPs allows a Java application to exploit its regions (with regard to the LarKC tasks – local plug-in
managers) on remote resources. Implementation of remote plug-in managers by means of the COMPs
framework should enable several resource types for the plug-in execution, including Grid and HPC
systems. Moreover, COMPs might be beneficial for exploiting the inherent parallelism of
applications, that allows for realization of parallelization techniques for the plug-ins and complete
workflows (as described in section 5.3.1).
The LarKC architecture will provide a subsystem comprising the middleware solutions (like COMPs),
in order to enable the optimal component distribution on remote resources, ensuring that the resource
load-balancing will be optimal for achieving the highest performance of the workflow execution. We
will investigate those solutions and choose the one(s) which fits best the identified requirements.
5.4. Finding the optimal solution towards scalability
The maximum performance and scalability should be reached through the appropriate combination of
parallelization and distribution techniques, customized for every concrete use case. In the following
project months, we will continue working on looking for commonalities among the project use cases
that can be generalized to apply in more general cases. It is necessary to consider a trade-off between
optimal performance (through customization to the concrete problem) and flexibility (through
generalization of the problems).
The following table summarizes the identified platform scalability dimensions and how performance
can be kept or even improved, through the change of some other variable dimensions. In some cases,
expected boundaries of the measured variable is given. Note that this is work in progress. The, still,
undetermined information will be completed as the project progresses and more investigation on
scalability is performed.
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Table 9 Analysis of Scalability Dimensions
ID
S1

Scalability Dimension
(to be improved)
Size of the problem

Fixed Dimension(s)
•
•
•

S2

Complexity
problem

of

the

•

•
•

2

Metric

Complexity
of
the
problem
Concurrency of user
requests
Volume of total data
stored

Workflow
execution time

Size of the problem
(volume of data to be
processed
per
user
request)
Concurrency of user
requests
Volume of total data
stored

Workflow
execution time

Variable Dimension(s)
•

•

•

•

Number/nature of
supported
hw
resources
Number
of
supported plug-ins

Number/nature of
supported
hw
resources
Number
of
supported plug-ins

The strategy should be an optimal combination of the bullet points in the cell, customized to the concrete problem to be solved
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• Distribution
of
plug-ins to more
powerful
resources
• Parallelization
“between
plugins”
• Parallelization
“within a plug-in”
• Data
Layer
partitioning
• Distribution
of
plug-ins to more
powerful
resources
• Parallelization
“between
plugins”
• Parallelization
“within a plug-in”
• Data
Layer
partitioning

Boundaries
Workflow
execution
time
≤
(Problem_Size_Final /
Problem_ Size_Initial)
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ID
S3

Scalability Dimension
(to be improved)
Concurrency of user
requests

Fixed Dimension(s)
•
•

•
•
S4

Volume of total data
indexed/processed/stored

•
•

•
•
•
S5

Number/nature
of
supported hw resources

•
•

•
•
•

Complexity
of
the
problem
Size of the problem
(volume of data to be
processed
per
user
request)
Volume of total data
stored
Number of supported
plug-ins
Complexity
of
the
problem
Size of the problem
(volume of data to be
processed
per
user
request)
Concurrency of user
requests
Volume of total data
stored
Number of supported
plug-ins
Complexity
of
the
problem
Size of the problem
(volume of data to be
processed
per
user
request)
Concurrency of user
requests
Volume of total data
stored
Number of supported
plug-ins

Metric

Variable Dimension(s)

Strategy to achieve
improvement2
• Data
Layer
redundancy and
load balancing

Workflow
execution time

•

Number/nature of
supported
hw
resources

Setup / indexing /
preprocessing
time

•

Number/nature of
supported
hw
resources

•

Data
Layer
partitioning,
redundancy and
load balancing

•

Number/nature of
supported
hw
resources

•

Platform
configuration:
support
of
resources through
platform adapters
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ID
S6

Scalability Dimension
(to be improved)
Number of supported
plug-ins

Fixed Dimension(s)
•
•

•
•

Metric

Variable Dimension(s)

Complexity
of
the
problem
Size of the problem
(volume of data to be
processed
per
user
request)
Concurrency of user
requests
Volume of total data
stored
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5.4.1. Some examples
In the context of the LarKC project, we have developed two parallel reasoning approaches:
• MARVIN [2] uses conventional reasoners to calculate the closure over partitions of the input
in parallel. In terms of the LarKC platform, this would be comparable to within plug-in
parallelization, in the sense of running several instances of the same plug-in over different
data partitions. It then joins the results with the input, repartitions and repeats. Given enough
iterations, MARVIN will calculate the complete closure.
• Reasoning-hadoop [3] implements highly optimized parallel RDFS reasoning using the
MapReduce programming model [14]. It performs data partitioning by distributing the input
across several compute nodes and rule partitioning by using an ordering of the RDFS ruleset
that does not require recursive application of the rules. It is implemented in the Hadoop
platform [26] for scalable execution in a cluster. Similar to MARVIN, this approach also
refers to within plug-in parallelization.
Both calculate the RDFS closure of the input data and outperform all other published approaches in
terms of triple throughput. Nevertheless, the two approaches use radically different reasoning models.
As a result, each approach has some comparative advantages:
•
•
•

Reasoning-hadoop is faster than MARVIN.
MARVIN can be more easily adapted to other (monotonic) logics. It is enough to change the
conventional reasoner.
Coordination in MARVIN is decentralized while in Reasoning-hadoop is centralized.

Thus, between the two systems, there is clearly a trade-off between performance and generalization.
Both approaches could be deployed as reasoning plug-ins within the LarKC Architecture.
Furthermore, the idea behind MARVIN could be used in designing new decider algorithms.

6. LarKC Requirements traceability
A complete set of requirements, the LarKC Platform and Plug-ins must be compliant with, was
identified in the predecessor of this deliverable, D5.3.1 [5]. In order to ensure that the LarKC
architecture, described in previous chapters, fulfil those requirements, a detailed analysis has been
performed on which components contribute to which requirements (and which requirements may be
still not covered by any component). The results of such analysis are presented in the following table
(Table 10)
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Table 10 LarKC Requirements Traceability Matrix
ID

Requirement

PLAT_R_01

Distributed reasoning platform built on a highperformance computing cluster
Distributed reasoning platform built via “computing at
home”
Support for accessing computing resources

PLAT_R_02
PLAT_R_03
PLAT_H_01

Priority3
LarKC Components / Features
Resources
O
LarKC Middleware Adapters

Other Information4

O

Open

O

LarKC Middleware Adapters
Heterogeneity
M
LarKC Middleware Adapters
Local Stub/Remote Plug-in Manager
Queues
M
Plug-in API

Research in progress

M

Use Cases WPs (WP6,
WP7a, WP7b)

PLAT_H_03

Massive inference is achieved by distributing problems
across heterogeneous computing resources and
coordinated by the LarKC platform.
The platform shall comprise a pluggable architecture
that will ensure that computational methods from
different fields can be coherently integrated.
Instead of being built only on logic, the Large
Knowledge Collider will exploit a large variety of
methods from other fields: cognitive science (human
heuristics), economics (limited rationality and
cost/benefit
trade-offs),
information
retrieval
(recall/precision trade-offs), and databases (very large
datasets)

PLAT_U_01

Plug-in construction by plug-in developers

M

PLAT_U_02

Pipeline5 configuration by pipeline constructors

M

PLAT_U_03

Platform deployment and execution by end-users

M

PLAT_H_02

LarKC Middleware Adapters

Research in progress

Application
External Data Sources
Plug-in API
Data Layer API
Data Layer

Usage
Plug-in API
Plug-in Registry
Plug-in API
Workflow Support System
Application

3

Research in progress

Implemented

Plug-in WPs (WP2,
WP3, WP4)
Decider
developers
(WP2)
Implemented
Use Case WPs

M: Mandatory. For those requirements that LarKC MUST fulfil; O: Optional. For those requirements that LarKC MAY include as desirable, but not mandatory; NR: Non-required.
For those requirements that are not required at all
4
Other info such as other WPs where this is being investigated/implemented, and status of the related work within WP5 (Implemented, Research in progress, Open). Note that the
Implemented features are still in an Alpha version status and therefore further investigation will continue in the next project period
5
Pipeline has been renamed to Workflow, in order to show the non-linear and flexible meaning
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ID
PLAT_U_04

Requirement
Platform deployment in the end-user machine

Priority3
O

PLAT_U_05

Access to the remotely deployed platform from the
end-user machine

M

LarKC Components / Features
All platform architecture components
Lightweight platform (without optional “heavy” support
components) should be possible to be deployed in a user
desktop machine
Application GUI

PLAT_U_06

Multi-user platform

M

Multi-thread platform

PLAT_U_07
PLAT_U_08

Low platform overhead
Offline execution

M
M

Low-weighted LarKC Platform with optional extensions
All platform architecture components

PLAT_U_09

Quality specification by users

M

PLAT_I_01
PLAT_I_02
PLAT_I_03

Common LarKC API
Common LarKC Data Layer API
Common LarKC plug-in description language

PLAT_P_01
PLAT_P_02

PLAT_D_01
PLAT_D_02
PLAT_D_03
PLAT_D_04

SPARQL endpoint + Contract
requirements
Interoperability
M
Plug-in API
M
Data Layer API
M
Plug-in description language

Parallelization “within plug-ins”
Platform support for parallelization “within plug-ins”
NR
LarKC Middleware Adapters
Platform support for running multiple instances of one M
Plug-in Manager
plug-in
Distributed / Remote execution
Migrate executable plug-ins
O
LarKC Middleware Adapters
Migrate data
O
Workflow Support System Queues
Start plug-in execution
M
Plug-in Factory
Support to monitor and control plug-in execution
M
Plug-in Manager
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+

QoS

Other Information4
Implemented

Application GUI is not
part of the platform as
such. This should be
developed by the use
cases WPs (or external
application developer)
Implemented
(first
prototype)
Research in progress
Implemented
Research in progress

Implemented
Implemented
Implemented (currently
being extended)
Research in progress
Implemented

Research in progress
Research in progress
Implemented
Research in progress
(instrumentation)
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ID
PLAT_D_05

Requirement
Check for intermediate or final results

Priority3
M

LarKC Components / Features
Plug-in Manager
Decider

PLAT_D_06

Get the results back and transfer them

M

Decider
Queues
Multiplexers
Data Layer
Data Layer API

PLAT_D_07

Security issues

O

PLAT_DL_01
PLAT_DL_02

Data Layer API
Efficient support of LarKC data model

M
M

PLAT_DL_03

Transparent access to remote RDF data

M

PLAT_DC_01

The most frequently used pages of RDF data should be
stored in memory in order to provide a faster access
time.
Data warming/cooling

M

PLAT_DC_02

O

LarKC Middleware Adapters (to handle security issues in
different execution environments)
Data Layer (to handle security issues related to data
privacy)
Data Layer
Data Layer API
Data Layer
Data Layer API
Data Layer
Data Layer API
Data Caching
Data Layer

Decider / Reasoner
Data Layer should support it

Anytime Behaviour
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Decider plug-in is not
part of the platform as
such. This should be
developed by WP2 (or
external
plug-in
developer)
Decider plug-in is not
part of the platform as
such. This should be
developed by WP2 (or
external
plug-in
developer)
Open

Implemented
Implemented
Implemented

Implemented.
Further
research on caching
strategies in progress
Plug-ins are not part of
the platform as such.
These
should
be
developed by WP2,3,4
(or
external
plug-in
developer)
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ID
PLAT_AB_01

Requirement
Anytime Behaviour between the end-user and the
LarKC Platform

Priority3
M

LarKC Components / Features
Application (end-user interface)
SPARQL + Contract parameter

PLAT_AB_02

Anytime Behaviour between the plug-ins or between
plug-ins and LarKC Platform

O

Plug-in Manager
Decider

PLAT_PRD_01

Registration of plug-ins

PLAT_PRD_02
PLAT_PRD_03

Plug-in Registry maintenance
Crawling of plug-ins

PLAT_PRD_04

Service Discovery mechanism

PLAT_M_01

Behaviour measurement mechanism

PLAT_M_02

Performance log (Monitoring logging)library

PLAT_M_03

Benchmarking of plug-ins

Plug-in Registration and Discovery
M
Plug-in Registry
Plug-in specification language
M
O

Plug-in Registry
Plug-in Registry

M
Plug-in Registry
Monitoring and Measurement
O
Plug-in Manager, other platform component (to be
designed)
O
Plug-in Manager, other platform component (to be
designed)
O
Plug-in developer

Support for Developers
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Application Interface is
not part of the platform
as such. This should be
developed by the use
cases WPs (or external
application developer)
Decider plug-in is not
part of the platform as
such. This should be
developed by WP2 (or
external
plug-in
developer)
Implemented.
Specification language
being extended
Implemented
Open. Crawler feature
not yet considered in the
plug-in registry design. It
may be considered in
future, but not high
priority
Implemented
Open
Open
Plug-in developer should
benchmark performance
of plug-ins in advance,
and
provide
nonfunctional parameters as
part of the plug-in
description
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ID
PLAT_S_01

Requirement
Support code library

PLUG_01
PLUG_02
PLUG_03

LarKC API compliance
LarKC Data Layer API compliance
Plug-in description

Priority3
LarKC Components / Features
M
Plug-ins templates
Plug-in
M
Plug-in API
M
Data Layer API
M
Plug-in specification language
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7. Conclusions and Next Steps
The LarKC Platform Architecture has been designed with the main goals to be open, flexible and
scalable but, at the same time, fulfil the requirements imposed by the LarKC Use Cases which will
make use of it. Therefore, a trade off must be reached between flexibility (loosely coupled
components, flexibility and dynamicity,…) and performance (through a tailored solution to the
concrete use case).
During the next project period, work will continue on the development of the next release of the
LarKC Platform, according to the architecture presented in this deliverable. This will lead to a further
refinement and improvement of the architecture design.
The mechanisms for workflow distribution and parallel execution of plug-ins will be elaborated and
implemented for the platform. The performance and scalability improvement due to the distribution
and parallelization will be measured. The improvement proposals for the main plug-in types will be
given. Several strategies for the realization of the parallelization will be applied for the main plug-in
types and the best practices for the parallelization will be provided as a feedback to the plug-in
developers.
Investigation on the improvement of scalability through the Data Layer will continue, implementing
some of the proposed solutions and assessing the effect in the performance. Design and
implementations related to pushing more functionality into the Data Layer will continue, which is
expected to lead to an improvement in performance for certain use cases.
Additionally, work will continue to improve the plug-in API design with more finer grained
interfaces, in order to achieve better integration.
Instrumentation tools for the plug-in builders and for the application builders will be designed and, in
a later stage, implemented and provided together with the platform components. Concrete metrics will
be defined in order to measure performance. The instrumentation tools will be implemented in order
to support the assessment of those metrics.
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A. Glossary
The next table provides a short definition for some of the LarKC Architecture related terms that will
appear all along this document, as a support for the reader. Terms are listed in alphabetical order.
Table 11 LarKC Architecture Glossary
Term
API

Boolean
Information Set
Contract
Control Queue
Context

Definition
An Application Programming Interface (API) is a set of functions, procedures, methods
or classes that an operating system, library or service provides to support requests made
by computer programs
A type of information set used to record a true or false value. This is the return type from
SPARQL ASK queries (see Information Set, SPARQL ASK)
The contract between a decider and another plug-in that specifies the dimensions of the
data that this plug-in will produce on the workflow (e.g. size, quality, granularity)
A type of queue between two plug-ins that can be used enable communication and
exchange control messages between two plug-ins (see Queue, Plug-in)
As LarKC plug-ins are stateless, the context provides a means for the decider to inform a
newly started plug-in of its starting point
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Term
Data Layer

Data Layer API
Data Queue

Data Set
Decider
Identifier
Information Set
Information Set
Transformer
Keyword Query
Labeled Set Of
Statements
LarKC
Local
Plug-in
Manager
Natural Language
Document
Pipeline
Platform

Plug-in
Plug-in API
Plug-in
Description
Plug-in Manager
Plug-in Registry
QoS Parameters

Query
Query-driven
Decider
Query-driven
Identifier

Query-driven
Information Set
Transformer

Definition
A particular implementation of the LarKC Data Layer API. Within the LarKC project the
term is often used to refer to the OWLIM implementation of the Data Layer API from
Ontotext (see Data Layer API)
The Application Programming Interface (API) for accessing the LarKC Data Layer (see
Data Layer, API)
A type of queue between two plug-ins that can be used enable
communication and exchange resources between two plug-ins (see Queue, Plug-in,
Resource)
A type of Set Of Statements, which is a grouping of named or unnamed RDF Graphs (see
Set Of Statements, RDF Graph)
A type of plug-in, responsible for constructing a worklflow and making decisions about
its execution (see Plug-in, Workflow, Query-driven Decider, Query-independent Decider)
A type of plug-in, responsible for finding resources to be used in a given pipeline (see
Query-driven Identifier, Query-independent Identifier)
A type of resource in a LarKC pipeline for representing data (see Resource, Set Of
Statements, Boolean Information Set, Variable Binding)
A type of transformer plug-in, responsible for transforming an information set into
another information set (see Information Set, Transformer, Plug-in)
A type of query, used to represent a collection of keywords (see Query)
A type of Set Of Statements, which is a grouping of statements coming from a particular
data set from one or more RDF graphs, which has a label to identify it (see Set Of
Statements, Data Set, RDF Graph)
The Large Knowledge Collider, an experimentation platform for large scale reasoning
A type of plug-in manager that manages the execution of LarKC plug-ins on a local
machine (see Plug-in, Plug-in Manager)
A type of Information Set, used to store or reference a document containing natural
language text (see Information Set)
See Workflow
A particular instantiation of the LarKC software. It is made up of different utilities that
enable pipelines to be built and executed (see Plug-in API, Data Layer API, Pipeline
Support System, Plug-in Registry)
A software module that can be used in the LarKC platform. Plug-ins are grouped into
categories (see Identifier, Transformer, Selecter, Reasoner, Decider)
The Application Programming Interface (API) that plug-in developers must conform to in
order for their plug-ins to be compliant with LarKC
A semantic description of the functional, behavioral, informational, and non-functional
aspects of a LarKC plug-in in WSMO Lite (see Plug-in, WSMO-Lite)
Part of the workflow support system that manages the execution of a particular plug-in
within a workflow (see Workflow Support System, Plug-in, Workflow)
A registry of plug-in descriptions for all known plug-ins to a particular LarKC platform
(see Plug-in, Plug-in Description)
The QoS parameters provided by the end user or application issuing a query to a LarKC
platform, which can used to guide the way in which a particular workflow in the platform
executes (see QoS, Platform, Pipeline)
A type of resource in a LarKC pipeline for representing a query (see Resource, SPARQL
Query, Keyword Query, Triple Pattern Query)
A decider plug-in which manages pipeline execution based on a user query, for example a
scripted decider that invokes a configured set of plug-ins, or a decider that uses
metareasoning to find appropriate plug-ins at runtime (see Plug-in, Decider)
An identifier plug-in that finds relevant information sets for answering a user query. Such
plug-in could use for example a search engine such as Sindice or Swoogle to find relevant
data sources. (see Plug-in, Identifier, Query,
Information Set)
A transformer plug-in that transforms a set of data, by for example rewriting RDF
vocabulary into some vocabulary used in the query (alignment) (see Plug-in, Information
Set Transformer)
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Query-driven
Query
Transformer
Query-driven
Reasoner

Definition
A transformer plug-in that rewrites queries, by for example extracting a keyword query
from a given SPARQL query, by selecting core concepts (see Plug-in, Query
Transformer)
A reasoner plug-in that answers a given query by reasoning over a supplied set of
statements. Examples include a query engine based on plain RDF stores such as Sesame
or Jena, potentially including RDFS or OWL reasoning such as OWLIM, a SPARQL
endpoint, a deductive database such as IRIS or SWI-Prolog, etc. (see Plug-in, Reasoner,
Query, Set Of Statements)
A select plug-in that selects a subset of the data, relevant to answer the given query, for
example by computing some semantic distance from some core concepts in the query (see
Plug-in, Selecter)
An identifier plug-in that is independent of some given query, by for example returning
the "newest" RDF sources on the Web for periodic indexing (see Plug-in, Identifier)

Query-driven
Selecter
Queryindependent
Identifier
Queryindependent
Information
Transformer
Queryindependent
Reasoner
Queryindependent
Selecter
Queue

Set

RDF
RDF Graph
Reasoner

Remote
Plug-in
Manager

SAWSDL

Selecter

Set Of Statements
SPARQL

SPARQL ASK
SPARQL
CONSTRUCT
SPARQL
DESCRIBE
SPARQL Query
SPARQL
SELECT

A transformer plug-in that is independent of a user query, by for example "smushing"
together identical resources into some canonical URIs (entity reconciliation) (see Plug-in,
Information Set Transformer)
A reasoner plug-in that is independent of a user query, by for example computing and
materiasing the deductive closure of some RDF data during some pre-processing phase,
or by inferring new triples through inductive learning (see Plug-in, Reasoner)
A selection plug-in that is independent of a user query, by for example computing entity
ranks in the data graph (akin to ?PageRank) and selecting some subgraph around the topranked entities (see Plug-in, Selecter)
A means of exchanging messages between two plug-ins
(see Plug-in)
Resource Description Framework
A named or unnamed directed multi-graph made up of RDF triples (see RDF)
A type of plug-in, which is responsible for performing reasoning on a given set of
statements (see Plug-in, Set Of Statements, Query-driven Reasoner, Query-independent
Reasoner)
A type of plug-in manager, which manages a plug-in while it is deployed in a remote
location. Such a plug-in manager communicates with a stub plug-in manager in the
platform to enable data and control flow between the remote plug-in manager and the
platform (see Plug-in Manger, Plug-in, Stub Plug-in Manager, Platform)
SAWSDL is a W3C recommendation that extends the W3C WSDL recommendation with
annotation points for linking the WSDL description with semantic models. SAWSDL
thus enables WSDL descriptions to be enhanced with semantic descriptions of the
functional, behavioural, informational, and non-functional aspects of the service.
SAWSDL is agnostic to the semantic model used. (see WSDL, WSMO Lite)
A type of plug-in, which is responsible for selecting a subset of a specified set of
statements (see Plug-in, Set Of Statements, Query-driven Selecter, Query-independent
Selecter)
A type of information set, which represents a collection of RDF triples (see Information
Set, RDF Graph, Data Set, Labeled Set Of Statements)
SPARQL is a query language for RDF, it has four types of query namely SELECT,
DESCRIBE, CONSTRUCT and ASK (see RDF, SPARQL SELECT, SPARQL
DESCRIBE, SPARQL CONSTRUCT, SPARQL ASK)
A type of SPARQL query that is used to pose a true/false question to a particular set of
RDF statements (see RDF, SPARQL)
A type of SPARQL query that is used to construct a new graph from a set of RDF
statements (see RDF, RDF Graph, SPARQL)
A type of SPARQL query that is used to produce a new graph describing a particular
object from a set of RDF statements (see RDF, RDF Graph, SPARQL)
A type of query that is used to represent a query in the SPARQL query language (see
Query, SPARQL)
A type of SPARQL query that is used to answer a particular question from a set of RDF
Statements (see RDF, SPARQL)
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Stub
Plug-in
Manager

Transformer

Triple Pattern
Triple
Pattern
Query
Variable Binding

Workflow

Workflow
Support System
WSDL
WSMO Lite

Definition
A type of plug-in manager that lives locally within a LarKC platform and is used to
communicate with remote plug-in managers to enable data and control flow between
remote plug-ins and the platform (see Plug-in Manager, Platform, Plug-in, Remote Plugin Manager)
A type of plug-in, which is responsible for transforming a resource in the LarKC platform
into another resource (see Plug-in, Resource, Information Set Transformer, Query
Transformer)
A triple pattern is like any RDF triple except that each of the subject, predicate and object
may be a variable
A type of query that is used to represent a set of triple patterns
(see Query)
A type of information set, which represents the result of a SPARQL SELECT query. For
each of the variables in the select query there will exist a column in the variable binding
(see Information Set, SPARQL SELECT)
A particular configuration of LarKC plug-ins that are managed by particular plug-in
managers and can communicate with each other using Data and Control Queues (see
Plugin, Plug-in Manager, Data Queue, Control Queue). Previously known as Pipeline.
A collection of utilities in the LarKC platform that enables decider plug-ins to construct,
execute and manage a LarKC pipeline (see Platform, Pipeline, Decider, Plug-in, Plug-in
Manager)
The Web Services Description Language is an XML-based language that provides a
model for describing Web services. (see SAWSDL)
WSMO Lite is a specialization of the W3C SAWSDL recommendation that ties
SAWSDL to a particular semantic model. It is used in LarKC as a means for creating
semantic descriptions of plug-ins (see SAWSDL, WSDL, Plug-in, Plug-in Description)
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